IMPORTANT CONTACTS

Given below is a list of important contacts at the Indo-Global Summit & Expo 2017. Speakers, Sponsors, Exhibitors, Delegates, Awardees and others may contact the following in connection with the various activities of the Summit & Expo. The general e-mail id to be used for contacting the people concerned for any activity is indus@indus.org. Specific e-mail ids are also given.

1. HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS FOR FOREIGN PARTICIPANTS
   Mr. A.V.Srinivas, Director, The Indus Foundation: 91-9246437575, srinivas_av2000@yahoo.com

2. REGISTRATIONS (DELEGATES, EXHIBITORS, SPONSORS, ETC)
   Mr. A.V.Srinivas, Director, The Indus Foundation: 91-9246437575, srinivas_av2000@yahoo.com
   Mr. Ashok Kallam, Director, The Indus Foundation: 91-9912881199, ace.kallam@gmail.com

3. SUMMIT SOUVENIR, SUMMIT ABSTRACTS & PRESENTATIONS, SUMMIT PROCEEDINGS
   Mr. A.V.Srinivas, Director, The Indus Foundation: 91-9246437575 srinivas_av2000@yahoo.com

4. AWARDS – CERTIFICATES & MEMENTOES
   Mr. A.V.Srinivas, Director, The Indus Foundation: 91-9246437575 srinivas_av2000@yahoo.com
   Mr. Ashok Kallam, Director, The Indus Foundation: 91-9912881199 ace.kallam@gmail.com

5. MEDIA RELATIONS
   Mr. Mohan Doss, Member, Lions Club, Hyderabad: 91-9849645755, nmdoss26@yahoo.co.in
   Mr. Vijay Kumar, Member, Reception Committee: 91-9849044556, lionvijay@gmail.com
   Dr. Ramu Suravajjula, PRO, Administrative Staff College of India: 91-9440102154, editor@asci.org.in

6. SUMMIT SESSIONS - GENERAL
   Mr. S.B. Anumolu, Managing Trustee, The Indus Foundation: 91-9989670178, indus@indus.org
   Mr. A.V.Srinivas, Director, The Indus Foundation: 91-9246437575 srinivas_av2000@yahoo.com

7. INDO-GLOBAL SUMMIT & EXPO 2017

    MUMBAI

   Mr. A.V.Srinivas, Director, The Indus Foundation: 91-9246437575 srinivas_av2000@yahoo.com
   Mr. Mohan Doss, Member, Lions Club, Hyderabad: 91-9849645755, nmdoss26@yahoo.co.in
   Mr. Vijay Kumar, Advisor, The Indus Foundation: 91-9849044556, lionvijay@gmail.com
   Mr. Ganesh Rane, Associate, The Indus Foundation: 01-9820215330,mimsglobaledu@gmail.com
HYDERABAD
Mr. A.V. Srinivas, Director, The Indus Foundation: 91-9246437575 srinivas_av2000@yahoo.com
Mr. Ashok Kallam, Director, The Indus Foundation: 91-9912881199 ace.kallam@gmail.com
Mr. Vijay Kumar, Advisor, The Indus Foundation: 91-9849044556, lionvijay@gmail.com

CHENNAI
Mr. A.V. Srinivas, Director, The Indus Foundation: 91-9246437575 srinivas_av2000@yahoo.com
Mr. Mohan Doss, Member, Lions Club, Hyderabad: 91-9849645755, nmdoss26@yahoo.co.in
Mr. Vijay Kumar, Advisor, The Indus Foundation: 91-9849044556, lionvijay@gmail.com

BENGALURU
Mr. A.V. Srinivas, Director, The Indus Foundation: 91-9246437575 srinivas_av2000@yahoo.com
Mr. Mohan Doss, Member, Lions Club, Hyderabad: 91-9849645755, nmdoss26@yahoo.co.in
Mr. Vijay Kumar, Advisor, The Indus Foundation: 91-9849044556, lionvijay@gmail.com

KOLKATA
Mr. A.V. Srinivas, Director, The Indus Foundation: 91-9246437575 srinivas_av2000@yahoo.com
Mr. Mohan Doss, Member, Lions Club, Hyderabad: 91-9849645755, nmdoss26@yahoo.co.in
Mr. Vijay Kumar, Advisor, The Indus Foundation: 91-9849044556, lionvijay@gmail.com
Mrs. Rajashree Sahoo, Associate, The Indus Foundation: 91-7894924339, rajashree@indus.org

NEW DELHI
Mr. A.V. Srinivas, Director, The Indus Foundation: 91-9246437575 srinivas_av2000@yahoo.com
Mr. Mohan Doss, Member, Lions Club, Hyderabad: 91-9849645755, nmdoss26@yahoo.co.in
Mr. Vijay Kumar, Advisor, The Indus Foundation: 91-9849044556, lionvijay@gmail.com
Mr. Himanshu, Associate, The Indus Foundation: 91-9312330637, mehlawat.himanshu@gmail.com

8. PRESENTATIONS BY SPEAKERS AND SPONSORS
Mr. Ashok Kallam, Director, The Indus Foundation: 91-9912881199 ace.kallam@gmail.com
Mr. A.V. Srinivas, Director, The Indus Foundation: 91-9246437575 srinivas_av2000@yahoo.com
Mr. Mohan Doss, Member, Lions Club, Hyderabad: 91-9849645755, nmdoss26@yahoo.co.in
Mr. Vijay Kumar, Advisor, The Indus Foundation: 91-9849044556, lionvijay@gmail.com

9. EXPO TABLE SPACES
Mr. Ashok Kallam, Director, The Indus Foundation: 91-9912881199 ace.kallam@gmail.com
Mr. A.V. Srinivas, Director, The Indus Foundation: 91-9246437575 srinivas_av2000@yahoo.com
Mr. Mohan Doss, Member, Lions Club, Hyderabad: 91-9849645755, nmdoss26@yahoo.co.in
Mr. Vijay Kumar, Advisor, The Indus Foundation: 91-9849044556, lionvijay@gmail.com
10. **RECEPTION OF SPEAKERS AT SUMMIT VENUES**
   Mr. Vijay Kumar, Advisor, The Indus Foundation: 91-9849044556, lionvijay@gmail.com

11. **MASTER OF CEREMONIES**
   Mr. Mohan Doss, Member, Lions Club Hyderabad, 9849645755, nmdoss26@yahoo.co.in
   Dr. Ramu Suravajjula, PRO, Administrative Staff College of India, 91-9440102154, editor@asci.org.in

12. **SOCIAL MEDIA**
   Mr. Sunil Raj, Corporate Communications, Hyderabad: 91-9666644415, sunilraj@entrepreneurstalk.tv

13. **OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHER**
   Mr. I.Muralidhar, Secunderabad: 91-9848067013, imdavm@gmail.com
   (Digital photos will be supplied by the official photographer at a cost of Rs. 150 per photo. Video footage of all activities in the Summit & Expo 2017 will be supplied at a cost of INR 500 per hour).